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LONG TERM CURRICULUM PLANNING OVERIEW:
Computing and Business
YEAR 7
Basic Skills and Databases.
Autumn A
Knowledge Understanding different
programs used in the school
setting.
Understanding simple Boolean
logic such as AND, OR and NOT.
Using Boolean Logic and Wild
Cards in Searches.

YEAR 8
BBC Microbit
Understand a simple written
programming language.

YEAR 9
Introduction to Computing
theory
Upper Sets:
Understand how different
algorithms can be used to solve
the same problem.
Understand the hardware and
software components used to
make a computer system work.
Know how to sequence
instructions into a logical order.
Understanding of computing
technology and how it’s
developed.
Understand the ethical, social
and legal considerations of
using computers.
Lower Sets:
Understand the use of planning
tools within digital media.
Understand the need to save
and name files correctly.
Understand the ways to
research efficiently.
Understand the needs of a
specific target audience.

YEAR 10
Business Studies
What is Business,
Entrepreneurs, Planning and
resources and Different types
of Business Ownership.
Computer Science
Systems Architecture
Memory
Storage
Wired and Wireless Networks
Creative i-Media
R082 Creating Digital Graphics.
20 weeks.
Understand the basics of digital
graphics editing for the creative
and digital media sector.
Students will learn where and
why_digital graphics are used
and what techniques are
involved in their creation. This
unit will develop learners’
understanding of the client
brief, time frames, deadlines
and preparation techniques as
part of the planning and
creation process.

YEAR 11
Business Studies
Methods of production, the
sales process, consumer law,
Location, Procurement and
sources of finance.
Computer Science
Programming techniques
Analysis
Design
Creative i-Media
R089 Creating A Promotional
Video. 20 weeks.
Understand where digital video
is used in the media industry_
such as television, film, web
applications or computer
gaming. The learner will also
learn how these technologies
are developed to reach an
identified target audience. On
completion of this unit, learners
will understand the purpose of
digital video products and
where they_are used.
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Autumn A
Skills

Using a variety of software to
carry out simple day-to-day
tasks.
Edit different parts of a
database already created.
Carry out filters and simple
queries.

Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.

Understand the different file
formats for different electronic
media.
Understand the hardware and
software needed for different
tasks.
Understand the different health
and safety issues when working
with electronic media.
Understand the legislation and
consequences surrounding the
use of digital media.
Upper Sets:
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Convert Binary and Denary
numbers 0-15.
State the output of different
logic gates AND OR NOT.
Lower Sets:
Applying knowledge to set tasks
to create electronic media
products and achieve
challenging goals.
To analyse and evaluate media
products of their own and from
others and suggest
improvements for them.

Business Studies
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information from and
investigate business
organisations and concepts
using subject specific
terminology
Application of quantitative
skills.
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
judgements and conclusions
suggesting some
recommendations for future
activity.
Computer Science
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Creative i-Media
R082 Creating Digital Graphics.
20 weeks.

Business Studies
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information from and
investigate business
organisations and concepts
using subject specific
terminology
Application of quantitative
skills.
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
judgements and conclusions
suggesting some
recommendations for future
activity.
Computer Science
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Creative i-Media
R089 Creating A Promotional
Video. 20 weeks.
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Basic Skills and Databases.
Autumn B
Knowledge Understanding different
programs used in the school
setting.
Understanding simple Boolean
logic such as AND, OR and NOT.
Using Boolean Logic and Wild
Cards in Searches.

Go Control
Understand at least 2
Algorithms to solve the same
problem.
Understand how computers
can monitor and control
physical systems.

Introduction to Computing
theory
Upper Sets:
Understand how different
algorithms can be used to solve
the same problem.
Understand the hardware and
software components used to
make a computer system work.
Know how to sequence
instructions into a logical order.
Understanding of computing
technology and how it’s
developed.
Understand the ethical, social
and legal considerations of
using computers.
Lower Sets:
Understand the use of planning
tools within digital media.
Understand the need to save
and name files correctly.
Understand the ways to
research efficiently.
Understand the needs of a
specific target audience.
Understand the different file
formats for different electronic
media.
Understand the hardware and
software needed for different
tasks.

Students will be able to plan
the creation of digital graphics,
create new digital graphics
using a range of editing
techniques and review a
completed graphic against a
specific brief.
Business Studies
Aims and objectives,
stakeholders and Business
Growth
Computer Science
Systems Architecture
Memory
Storage
Wired and Wireless Networks
Creative i-Media
R082 Creating Digital Graphics.
20 weeks.
Understand the basics of digital
graphics editing for the creative
and digital media sector.
Students will learn where and
why_digital graphics are used
and what techniques are
involved in their creation. This
unit will develop learners’
understanding of the client
brief, time frames, deadlines
and preparation techniques as
part of the planning and
creation process.

Be able to plan a digital video
sequence, create and edit a
digital video sequence and
review the final video sequence
against a specific brief.

Business Studies
Cash Flow, Revenue Profit and
Loss and Business Calculations
Computer Science
Programming techniques
Analysis
Design
Creative i-Media
R089 Creating A Promotional
Video. 20 weeks.
Understand where digital video
is used in the media industry_
such as television, film, web
applications or computer
gaming. The learner will also
learn how these technologies
are developed to reach an
identified target audience. On
completion of this unit, learners
will understand the purpose of
digital video products and
where they_are used.
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Autumn B
Skills

Using a variety of software to
carry out simple day-to-day
tasks.
Edit different parts of a
database already created.
Carry out filters and simple
queries.

Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.

Understand the different health
and safety issues when working
with electronic media.
Understand the legislation and
consequences surrounding the
use of digital media.
Upper Sets:
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Convert Binary and Denary
numbers 0-15.
State the output of different
logic gates AND OR NOT.
Lower Sets:
Applying knowledge to set tasks
to create electronic media
products and achieve
challenging goals.
To analyse and evaluate media
products of their own and from
others and suggest
improvements for them.

Business Studies
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information from and
investigate business
organisations and concepts
using subject specific
terminology
Application of quantitative
skills.
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
judgements and conclusions
suggesting some
recommendations for future
activity.
Computer Science
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Creative i-Media
R082 Creating Digital Graphics.
20 weeks.
Students will be able to plan
the creation of digital graphics,
create new digital graphics
using a range of editing
techniques and review a
completed graphic against a
specific brief.

Business Studies
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information from and
investigate business
organisations and concepts
using subject specific
terminology
Application of quantitative
skills.
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
judgements and conclusions
suggesting some
recommendations for future
activity.
Computer Science
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Creative i-Media
R089 Creating A Promotional
Video. 20 weeks.
Be able to plan a digital video
sequence, create and edit a
digital video sequence and
review the final video sequence
against a specific brief.
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LOGO
Spring A
Knowledge To understand how
programming is used, what
procedures are and how to test
them. Apply that knowledge to
a given task.

Scratch Programming
Understand at least 2
Algorithms to solve the same
problem.
Understand the use of variables
in programming.
Understand how instructions
are stored and executed within
a computer system

Creative Multimedia projects:
Understand the hardware and
software components that
make up computer systems,
and how they communicate
with one another and with
other systems.
Understand how data of
various types (including text,
sounds and pictures) can be
represented and manipulated
digitally.
Understand a range of ways to
use technology safely,
respectfully, responsibly and
securely, including protecting
their online identity and
privacy; recognise
inappropriate content, contact
and conduct and know how to
report concerns.

Spring A
Skills

Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.

Undertake creative projects
that involve selecting, using,
and combining multiple
applications, preferably across
a range of devices, to achieve
challenging goals, including
collecting and analysing data
and meeting the needs of
known users.
Create, re-use, revise and repurpose digital artefacts for a
given audience, with attention

Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.

Business Studies
Marketing and the Marketing
Mix
Computer Science
Network topologies, protocols
and layers
System Security
System Software
Ethical, legal, cultural and
environmental concerns in
Computing
Creative i-Media
R082 Creating Digital Graphics.
20 weeks.
Understand the basics of digital
graphics editing for the creative
and digital media sector.
Students will learn where and
why_digital graphics are used
and what techniques are
involved in their creation. This
unit will develop learners’
understanding of the client
brief, time frames, deadlines
and preparation techniques as
part of the planning and
creation process.
Business Studies
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information from and
investigate business
organisations and concepts
using subject specific
terminology
Application of quantitative
skills.
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make

Business Studies
Break Even, External factors in
business, Interest and exchange
rates, Globalisation and
multinationals
Computer Science
Development
Testing
Evaluation and Conclusions
Opportunities for extended
programming learning related
to curriculum topics
Creative i-Media
R089 Creating A Promotional
Video. 20 weeks.
Understand where digital video
is used in the media industry_
such as television, film, web
applications or computer
gaming. The learner will also
learn how these technologies
are developed to reach an
identified target audience. On
completion of this unit, learners
will understand the purpose of
digital video products and
where they_are used.
Business Studies
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information from and
investigate business
organisations and concepts
using subject specific
terminology
Application of quantitative
skills.
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
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to trustworthiness, design and
usability.
Evaluate the results of the set
task and suggest improvements
that could be made.

KODU
Spring B
Knowledge Understand how computers
can monitor and control
physical systems.

Scratch Programming
Understand at least 2
Algorithms to solve the same
problem.
Understand the use of variables
in programming.
Understand how instructions
are stored and executed within
a computer system

Creative Multimedia projects:
Understand the hardware and
software components that
make up computer systems,
and how they communicate
with one another and with
other systems.
Understand how data of
various types (including text,
sounds and pictures) can be
represented and manipulated
digitally.
Understand a range of ways to
use technology safely,
respectfully, responsibly and
securely, including protecting
their online identity and

judgements and conclusions
suggesting some
recommendations for future
activity.
Computer Science
Apply knowledge and
understanding to investigate
computational problems and
concepts using subject specific
terminology
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
judgements and conclusions.
Creative i-Media
R082 Creating Digital Graphics.
20 weeks.
Students will be able to plan
the creation of digital graphics,
create new digital graphics
using a range of editing
techniques and review a
completed graphic against a
specific brief.
Business Studies
Pricing Strategies, Supply and
Demand and Market Share.
Computer Science
Network topologies, protocols
and layers
System Security
System Software
Ethical, legal, cultural and
environmental concerns in
Computing
Creative i-Media
R085 Creating A Multi-Page
Website. 20 weeks.
Understand the basics of
creating multipage websites.

judgements and conclusions
suggesting some
recommendations for future
activity.
Computer Science
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Creative i-Media
R089 Creating A Promotional
Video. 20 weeks.
Be able to plan a digital video
sequence, create and edit a
digital video sequence and
review the final video sequence
against a specific brief.

Business Studies
Revision review of all topics
covered with added exam
questions and exam technique
lessons.
Computer Science
Development
Testing
Evaluation and Conclusions
Opportunities for extended
programming learning related
to curriculum topics
Creative i-Media
R081 Theory of Pre Production
Skills.
This unit will enable learners to
understand pre-production
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Spring B
Skills

Logical reasoning to evaluate
performance trade-offs of using
alternative algorithms to solve
the same problem.

Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Appropriate use of data
structures [for example, lists,
tables or arrays]; design and
develop modular programs that
use procedures or functions.

privacy; recognise
inappropriate content, contact
and conduct and know how to
report concerns.

Understand the different
properties, purposes and
features of multipage websites.

Undertake creative projects
that involve selecting, using,
and combining multiple
applications, preferably across
a range of devices, to achieve
challenging goals, including
collecting and analysing data
and meeting the needs of
known users.
Create, re-use, revise and repurpose digital artefacts for a
given audience, with attention
to trustworthiness, design and
usability.
Evaluate the results of the set
task and suggest improvements
that could be made.

Business Studies
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information from and
investigate business
organisations and concepts
using subject specific
terminology
Application of quantitative
skills.
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
judgements and conclusions
suggesting some
recommendations for future
activity.
Computer Science
Apply knowledge and
understanding to investigate
computational problems and
concepts using subject specific
terminology
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
judgements and conclusions.
Creative i-Media

skills used in the creative and
digital media sector. It will
develop their understanding of
the client brief, time frames,
deadlines and preparation
techniques that form part of
the planning and creation
process
This unit will enable learners to
acquire the underpinning
knowledge and skills needed to
create digital media products
and gain an understanding of
their application.
Business Studies
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information from and
investigate business
organisations and concepts
using subject specific
terminology
Application of quantitative
skills.
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
judgements and conclusions
suggesting some
recommendations for future
activity.
Computer Science
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Creative i-Media
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Summer A KODU
Knowledge Understand how computers
can monitor and control
physical systems.

HTML Coding
Understand at least 2
Algorithms to solve the same
problem.
Understand the use of variables
in programming.
Understand how instructions
are stored and executed within
a computer system
Understand that different
programming languages are
used for different purposes.

Creative Multimedia projects:
Understand the hardware and
software components that
make up computer systems,
and how they communicate
with one another and with
other systems.
Understand how data of
various types (including text,
sounds and pictures) can be
represented and manipulated
digitally.
Understand a range of ways to
use technology safely,
respectfully, responsibly and
securely, including protecting
their online identity and
privacy; recognise
inappropriate content, contact
and conduct and know how to
report concerns.

R085 Creating A Multi-Page
Website. 20 weeks
Students will be able to plan
the creation of a website, use a
range of editing techniques and
combine a number of digital
media to create a website and
review the completed site
against a specific brief.

R081 Theory of Pre Production
Skills.
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information which forms the
answers to specific questions
using subject specific
terminology. Analyse, evaluate
information and evidence to
make judgements and
conclusions.

Business Studies
Location, Costs, The Business
Cycle and Interest and
exchange rates.
Computer Science
Algorithms
Programming techniques
Producing robust programs
Computational logic
Translators and facilities of
languages
Data representation
Creative i-Media
R085 Creating A Multi-Page
Website. 20 weeks
Understand the basics of
creating multipage websites.
Understand the different
properties, purposes and
features of multipage websites.

Business Studies
Revision review of all topics
covered with added exam
questions and exam technique
lessons.
Computer Science
Revision of theory topics and
working through past exam
papers in preparation for the
two written exams
Creative i-Media
R081 Theory of Pre Production
Skills.
This unit will enable learners to
understand pre-production
skills used in the creative and
digital media sector. It will
develop their understanding of
the client brief, time frames,
deadlines and preparation
techniques that form part of
the planning and creation
process
This unit will enable learners to
acquire the underpinning
knowledge and skills needed to
create digital media products
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Summer A
Skills

Logical reasoning to evaluate
performance trade-offs of using
alternative algorithms to solve
the same problem.

Design, use and evaluate
computational abstractions
that model the state and
behaviour of real world
problems.
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.

Undertake creative projects
that involve selecting, using,
and combining multiple
applications, preferably across
a range of devices, to achieve
challenging goals, including
collecting and analysing data
and meeting the needs of
known users.
Create, re-use, revise and repurpose digital artefacts for a
given audience, with attention
to trustworthiness, design and
usability.
Evaluate the results of the set
task and suggest improvements
that could be made.

Business Studies
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information from and
investigate business
organisations and concepts
using subject specific
terminology
Application of quantitative
skills.
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
judgements and conclusions
suggesting some
recommendations for future
activity.
Computer Science
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Creative i-Media
R085 Creating A Multi-Page
Website. 20 weeks
Students will be able to plan
the creation of a website, use a
range of editing techniques and
combine a number of digital
media to create a website and
review the completed site
against a specific brief.

and gain an understanding of
their application.
Business Studies
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information from and
investigate business
organisations and concepts
using subject specific
terminology
Application of quantitative
skills.
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
judgements and conclusions
suggesting some
recommendations for future
activity.
Computer Science
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Creative i-Media
R081 Theory of Pre Production
Skills.
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information which forms the
answers to specific questions
using subject specific
terminology. Analyse, evaluate
information and evidence to
make judgements and
conclusions.
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Summer B Search Engines and Networks
Knowledge Understand how search engine
results are selected and ranked.
Understand the hardware and
software components that
make up networks, how they
interact. How does different
hardware and software affect
cost and performance?
Explain how networks such as
the Internet work.

Internet safety and Cyber
Crime
Understand a range of ways to
use technology safely,
respectfully, responsibly and
securely, including protecting
their online identity and
privacy; recognise
inappropriate content, contact
and conduct and know how to
report concerns.

Creative Multimedia projects:
Understand the hardware and
software components that
make up computer systems,
and how they communicate
with one another and with
other systems.
Understand how data of
various types (including text,
sounds and pictures) can be
represented and manipulated
digitally.
Understand a range of ways to
use technology safely,
respectfully, responsibly and
securely, including protecting
their online identity and
privacy; recognise
inappropriate content, contact
and conduct and know how to
report concerns.

Business Studies
Employment Law and business
communication.
Computer Science
Algorithms
Programming techniques
Producing robust programs
Computational logic
Translators and facilities of
languages
Data representation
Creative i-Media
R085 Creating A Multi-Page
Website. 20 weeks
Understand the basics of
creating multipage websites.
Understand the different
properties, purposes and
features of multipage websites.

Summer B
Skills

Undertake creative projects
that involve selecting, using,
and combining multiple
applications, preferably across
a range of devices, to achieve
challenging goals, including
collecting and analysing data
and meeting the needs of
known users.

Undertake creative projects
that involve selecting, using,
and combining multiple
applications, preferably across
a range of devices, to achieve
challenging goals, including
collecting and analysing data
and meeting the needs of
known users.
Create, re-use, revise and repurpose digital artefacts for a
given audience, with attention

Business Studies
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information from and
investigate business
organisations and concepts
using subject specific
terminology
Application of quantitative
skills.
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
judgements and conclusions

Being able to use a search
engine to narrow down results
and select information relevant
to a set topic.

Business Studies
Exam practice and intensive
revision for the written exams.
Computer Science
Revision of theory topics and
working through past exam
papers in preparation for the
two written exams
Creative i-Media
R081 Theory of Pre Production
Skills.
This unit will enable learners to
understand pre-production
skills used in the creative and
digital media sector. It will
develop their understanding of
the client brief, time frames,
deadlines and preparation
techniques that form part of
the planning and creation
process
This unit will enable learners to
acquire the underpinning
knowledge and skills needed to
create digital media products
and gain an understanding of
their application.
Business Studies
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information from and
investigate business
organisations and concepts
using subject specific
terminology
Application of quantitative
skills.
Analyse, evaluate information
and evidence to make
judgements and conclusions
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to trustworthiness, design and
usability.
Evaluate the results of the set
task and suggest improvements
that could be made.

suggesting some
recommendations for future
activity.
Computer Science
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Creative i-Media
R085 Creating A Multi-Page
Website. 20 weeks
Students will be able to plan
the creation of a website, use a
range of editing techniques and
combine a number of digital
media to create a website and
review the completed site
against a specific brief.

suggesting some
recommendations for future
activity.
Computer Science
Use of a programming language
to solve a problem.
Use procedures and be able to
explain how the procedure
works and be able to test it.
Undertake a project to achieve
challenging goals.
Creative i-Media
R081 Theory of Pre Production
Skills.
Apply knowledge and
understanding to select
information which forms the
answers to specific questions
using subject specific
terminology. Analyse, evaluate
information and evidence to
make judgements and
conclusions.
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